Abstract-3D reconstructing a landscape is a prevalent problem that attracts a lot of interest in recent years. This project intended to verify whether the hypothesis of a UAV-based SLAM and 3D reconstruction system is practical. A GPS-Fused SLAM system is built based on ORB-SLAM. Inverse depth is also implemented to make the system suitable for a UAV-based platform. Meanwhile, REMODE is a depth filter and is tested as not being well enough as a dense mapping module. In the end, PMVS is implemented to build a dense map of the environment which produces a reasonable result. The small-scale-scene experiments produce the total error ratio of 5.60% in the x-y plane and 6.59% in the z axis.
I. INTRODUCTION
A UAV-based SLAM and 3D reconstruction system is developed based on ORB-SLAM [1] and PMVS [2] pipeline. The aim is to build a low-price and high efficient system to 3D reconstruct the landscape and the 3D model could be used for further analysis such as warning geological disasters [3] .
SLAM system, also known as Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping system [4] , is able to measure the position of the robot and build a description of the explored area simultaneously implementing the information of image flow. Compared with LDS-SLAM [5] , SVO [6] and others, ORB-SLAM is selected to start with because of its robustness, reliability and other all-around performance.
Mavic [7] is picked as the platform as it has remarkable manevuer. The gimbal attached to the camera offers extra 2DOF and gives the best perspective of view for recording the target area. The gimbal attached makes the image flow steadier and harder to be lost. However, it also limits the implementation of inertial data [8, 9] . The SLAM system finally fuses GPS data to solve the problem of scale ambiguity. Inverse depth [10] is also implemented to make the system more suitable for the agent of a UAV. The camera poses that the SLAM system produces are used for 3D reconstruction.
The paper stresses the following contributions: a) A SLAM system is built based on ORB-SLAM and is adjusted to be more suitable for a platform of a quadcopter with a gimbal. The SLAM system fuses GPS data to solve the scale ambiguity.
b) More than 100 times of experiments are processed to find out the optimal value of information matrix of GPS data which is implemented to keep the balance between GPS and visual informaiton.
c) Small-scale-scene experiements are processed to evaluate the performance of the system. The paper finished the preliminary task of reconstructing a dense 3D model for an open landscape. The next step is to develop the function of trajectory planning based on point cloud [11] . The system implements core function to handle failure matching or observation in image flow. However, the robustness to GPS signal is still a problem, which could be mitigated by DP-fusion [12] . A unified framework for planning and execution-monitoring of mobile robots proposed by Liu and his team can also be a direction for further development of an autonomous system [13] .
II. RELATED WORK
The section talks about two typical methods of measuring a landscape. The comparisons between the typical methods and UAV-based method are also discussed to see the pros and cons of the purposed method.
A. Surveying
Geodetic surveying is a classical way of measuring a landscape. The constraint of classical surveying methods is that it is limited by the access to the target points. Moreover, accessibility is extremely limited in some landscapes. Possible little hills and plants also cause trouble in finding good visual lines from reference to target points. Also, it is especially difficult in landslide areas in which fixed or stable points cannot be placed in the neighborhood of the site [14] .
Surveying with GPS Techniques will allow the surveyor to work even on rainy days. Meanwhile, as such method does not need a direct line of sight between stations and targets, hills and trees will not be a problem. Moreover, GPS surveying provides high-level precision-12 to 16 mm in the x-y plane and 18 to 24 mm in z axis [14] . However, GPS surveying also has the common drawback as all the other surveying methods, the low accessibility to the targets. Accessibility varies at each particular site but is often restricted in mountain areas because the reflector has to be moved to the target areas. Therefore, the surveying methods may not be an ideal and safe way for monitoring some landscapes as these areas might be dangerous.
The productivity and accuracy of GPS surveying method are similar with classic geodetic surveying. Meanwhile, GPS techniques allow larger-scale scene than classic method. Compared with classic surveying method, GPS technique does not require direct line of sight between stations which would mitigate the limitation of obstacles [14] . The disadvantage of such method is that it required high labor cost.
B. SAR Methods
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is another way to monitor some landscapes. It could be either airborne or ground-based. SAR is used to collect images of the target area while each pixel in the image contains both gray information and phase signal interference. Together with its high precision, the SAR system could also investigate the displacement based on the phase variance as the phase of each pixel contains the information of depth along the line of sight [15] . Compared with surveying methods, SAR methods generate more information for further analysis of landscape motion.
However, the observation of airborne SAR method on steep slopes is highly distorted as perspective deformations intrinsically influence SAR images. Such drawback can only be slightly mitigated by processing data in the ascending and descending directions. Additionally, the precision of airborne SAR methods is only reasonable in the large-scale scenes and satellite-loaded SAR systems are also limited by revisiting time. For example, the revisiting time for ERS is 35days, and JERS even needs 44 days.
Comparing to the airborne SAR systems, the ground-based system suffers from different limitations. For instance, as the base is fixed, the system is only able to cover limited area which is about . The system also requires a position which should have an open and wide vision of the target area. Moreover, the installation of such system is usually complicated. Such process would take a few hours which is high labour cost.
The main advantage of the UAV-based SLAM and Reconstruction system is its low cost. Compared with other methods, such system sacrifices some accuracy to reduce its cost dramatically as its sensor which collects most of the information is a camera. A UAV-based platform also offers remarkable mobility and maneuverability. One of the challenges is the accuracy of the 3D model built by the system. Moreover, the method to analyse models at different epochs is another problem that the system would come across in the future.
III. UAV-BASED SLAM AND 3D RECONSTRUCTION SYSTEM
The first part of this section is about the platform and the procedure of collecting and processing the data. Afterwards, the second part is about the SLAM system. The majority is about the GPS fused principle. Last but not least, the 3D reconstruction part is discussed.
A. Platform
The preliminary mission that the system is aiming to finish is to reconstruct a dense 3D model for an open landscape. The figure below shows the block diagram of the system structure that has been built so far.
The quadcopter implemented in this project is DJI Mavic Pro which is a portable and powerful personal drone. The gimbal attached mitigates the effect of airflow.
Mavic Pro offers mobile SDK instead of Onboard SDK. One application called Litchi is chosen as the mobile application and is used in this project which offers the mature solution to trajectory planning. The researcher sets the trajectory by Litchi in advance. Afterwards, the trajectory would be uploaded to the quadcopter through the controller. Once the Mavic Pro receives the command, it would fly to collect data following the route. The SLAM and 3D reconstruction algorithm are built in the environment of Ubuntu 16.04.
B. GPS Fused SLAM
The SLAM system is developed based on ORB-SLAM. The SLAM system is adjusted to be more robust on the platform of UAV and suitable for the camera of Mavic. For example, inverse depth is implemented.
The process of GPS data is a very common and crucial step is the system. The aerial video offers 30 frames per second while the frequency of the GPS is data is only 10 Hz. Since the frequency of the speed data achieved from the flight file is the same as the frequency of the GPS data, here only linear interpolation is implemented to let each frame have one corresponding position.
There is an item called "isVideo" in the flight data which indicates when the video is started to record. The time stamp when the "isVideo" is true is set as the time stamp of the first frame of the video initially. Fig. 2 . For each image frame, this is a GPS datum before and after. The GPS data for the nth frame is calculated by linear interpolation.
As can be seen in the figure above, the axis on the top is the image series while the one on the bottom is the GPS data flow.
indicates the frame. Since the aerial video is 30 frames per second, the time stamp of is , given that is the time stamp when the "isVideo" is true.
Once the time stamp is found, the closest GPS data on the left and right sides will be found which are names as and . The equation of is shown as below.
where is the time stamp of while is the time stamp of . Once thing that needs to be noticed is that the first frame does not actually correspond to the time stamp when "isVideo" is true. There is a delay between the time when "isVideo" is true and the time when the first frame is recorded. The experiment shows that the delay is up to 3300 ms. The figure below shows speed variation of the pure vision SLAM outcome and GPS data, which proves that the timestamps of the image frames and GPS data fit each other very well. In terms of GPS fusion, the key problem is how to set the error term for the GPS observation within the algorithm. The easier way to compute the error term is shown as below.
where is the position of the camera while is the 3D coordinate derived from GPS data. This method offers the difference in different axis. However, the GPS signal is always fluctuating even the UAV stays at the same point. Therefore, it is absolutely a terrible model. The table above shows the specification of the accuracy of the GPS data. Therefore, the maximum error in the horizontal and vertical direction can be used to design the model. As the GPS signal is not very steady, it is very common that the GPS data contains an error. Here, a new way of computing the error is shown as below.
where is an exponential index which would be tested in the result section in order to find out the most suitable value.
The idea of this equation is that if the difference between the camera position and the GPS data is less than the threshold given by the specification, the system does not care. Once the error is bigger than the threshold, the system would put its concentration on it.
C. 3D Reconstruction System
Two types of dense mapping algorithm called REMODE and PMVS have been tried in this project which would be discussed one by one as follows.
REMODE (REgularized MOnocular Depth Estimation) [16] is operating based on the camera poses which are given by the front or back ends. Unlike local mapping, the system cannot take each pixel as the feature point. Therefore, matching becomes a very important step in dense mapping. In order to locate the position of the pixels in other images, the epipolar line searching and block matching techniques are implemented. Once the corresponding pixel positions in different images are achieved, the method of triangulation can be used to figure out the depth. What's different is that the algorithm will do multiple times of triangulation to converge the depth which is called depth filter.
REMODE turned out to be not suitable or not good enough for this project. The block matching algorithm gets struggled in the scene full of plants. There are a lot of features which are not distinct. Such circumstances would make NCC (Normalized Cross Correlation) hard to find out a peak which corresponds to the right match.
Another problem of REMODE is that it needs too many frames to converge the pixels on the single image, which is very inefficient. For example, for a single image, the algorithm needs more than 200 images to estimate the depth of each pixel on that image. 200 images mean that the UAV needs to hover at the same place for more than 6.67 seconds, which is unacceptable for a UAV whose max single flight time is 20 min. PMVS (Patch-based Multi-view Stereo Software) [2] is able to reconstruct a 3D model based on a set of images, and the corresponding camera poses. The software will only reconstruct rigid structure. Therefore, non-rigid objects like moving people or waving leaves will not be paid attention to in the scene of the target area. Only an interface is built between the SLAM system and PMVS software.
IV. EXPERIMENT The system has been tested given shift-rotation adjusted GPS data to solve the problem of scale ambiguity. More than 100 times of experiments are operated to find out the best setting to figure out the balance between image information and GPS information.
The experiments below test whether the system could offer good performance if the GPS data is only shifted. Such test could verify if the system is rotation invariant. Three rounds totaling 72 iterations of experiments were completed to get the representative data. As can be seen in the figure above, the difference generally decreases with the increase of information index. The bigger the information index is, the more confident the optimizer is for the GPS data. The difference in the x-y plane is bigger than the one in z axis because the system is more tolerant of the error in the x-y plane.
The figure below shows the performance of the pose estimation of the system gives different information index. The system achieves the smallest difference when the information index is set to be or . The system also achieves good results when the information indiex is set to be bigger than . However, the event of tracking lost may happen given such setting. Therefore, the optimal information index is or . All the experiments so far are operated given no ground truth data. The parameters are adjusted based on more than 100 times of tests. The information matrix is hard to be adjusted because it is not only about the covariance of a GPS signal but also the balance between a single GPS observation and a bunch of map point observations.
After the experiments of SLAM system, it is time to assess the performance of dense mapping module. Given no ground truth of any environment, several settings are build based on some objects of which sizes can be measured. As can be seen in the figure above, three types of items are used in the experiment which are a table, small and big boxes. The table below shows the mean size of each item by three times of measurements. These items would be put in the scene. However, the assessment doesn't care about the position of each item. Once the 3D model is reconstructed, the 3D coordinate of the corners of each item would be found out. As the surface of the table is rectangular and the boxes are cubic, the 3D coordinate of the corners would be used to calculate the length of the edge. Each length would be compared with the length of the corresponding edge to measure the performance of 3D reconstruction.
There are a table, a small box and one composition in the scene. As can be seen in the figure below, the photo on the left side is the experiment scene while the image on the right side is the 3D reconstruction result. The model is reasonable. However, it is still necessary to assess the 3D reconstruction module by statistics. Once the reconstruction is finished, the 3D coordinate of each corner would be found out. Afterwards, the length of each edge would be calculated. The ground truth value of each edge is the length measured before. The equations shown below are used to calculate the errors.
where indicates the length of a particular edge in the 3D model while is the length of the corresponding edge in reality.
and are the absolute and relative error respectively.
The mean error of each edge is 18cm which contains the error caused by a scale problem. As mentioned before, the GPS data is implemented to solve the problem of scale ambiguity. Such method could achieve a relatively good performance in a large-scale scene. As the experiment is set to be a small-scale scene, the influence of the GPS data error is amplified. Once the scale value is added to the model, the relative error is quite small. The error ratio of the table is 4.92%, which proves that the relative accuracy of the 3D reconstruction module in the xy plane is quite high.
The big and small boxes are basically cubes. Each cube has 12 edges which are divided into three parts. The top and bottom parts measure the performance in the x-y plane as the middle part measures the performance in the z axis. The table above shows measurements for each edge. The error ratio of the small box in the x-y plane is 8.43% while the error ratio in the z axis is 14.36%. The error ratio of the big box in the x-y plane is 4.49%, and the one in the z axis is 3.81%.
The total error ratio is calculated by weight which is defined by the size of each object. The total error ratio is 5.60% in the x-y plane and 6.59% in the z axis. One thing that can be noticed is that the model of Comp2 which is a small box is wrong as it looks like there are two boxes overlapped. This is because the quadcopter follows the trajectory which is shown as below to get a denser map. The dense mapping module reconstructed the small box twice by mistake.
By single lawnmower pattern, the system can build a 3D map of the scene and avoid the mistake as shown above. However, the outcome may suffer the problem of being incomplete which is shown as below. Therefore, further research is needed to improve the accuracy of pose estimation and 3D reconstruction. V. CONCLUSION The results prove that the UAV-based SLAM and reconstruction system is feasible. A SLAM system is built based on ORB-SLAM and is adjusted to be more suitable for a quadcopter. The parameterization implements inverse depth to deal with infinite-depth pixels. The SLAM system is able to process high-resolution images and fuses GPS data to solve the problem of scale ambiguity. More than 100 times of experiments are processed to find out the optimal value of information matrix of GPS data. Moreover, the mathematical model of GPS could be optimized by using Cauchy.
PMVS is implemented for 3D reconstruction. An interface is built to connect the SLAM system and the PMVS software. Several small-scale-scene experiments are also processed to measure the performance of the reconstruction module. Table   Comp2 As PMVS is not a real-time system, it is impossible to do real time trajectory planning based the outcome of PMVS. It is also difficult to do trajectory planning based on the sparse local map. However, as Mavic contains the function of front-side collision avoidance based on vision, a trajectory planning which is intended to get better measurements is possible according to the local map. The algorithm could lead the quadcopter to get a better perspective of the points where the covariance is very big.
With such methodology, a step-by-step UAV semantic SLAM system could be developed with autonomous trajectory planning.
In classic SLAM system, textures are necessary for feature matching. However, the calculation of the key point, its corresponding descriptor and feature matching process take the majority of computation of a SLAM system. Once a man-made (normally geometric structure) object can be recognized, a structure type of variable could describe the object which could save much space and computation cost. Meanwhile, SLAM system may even able to recognize non-static environment with known structure.
Even if an autonomous SLAM is built someday, there is still more research that must be done. For example, suppose two 3D models and of one target area recorded at different time are built. The system should be built to compare the two models and analyse the models to make some prediction for the future variation.
